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my articles in the Daily Express. Having received his message,
however, I presented myself at the Bond Street office rather
shamefacedly.
Rakovski in all apparent seriousness said:
" You have done us a great deal of harm."
This I could hardly flatter myself, but certainly their
champion had turned upon them.
" But you turned on me first/' I declared, and explained to
him all that had happened. He was a shrewd man and
realized much that I left untold. " Nothing," he said, " is so
capricious as the friendship of a woman, but you will be given
another chance to retrieve your mistake—I will give you a
visa for Russia any time you wish to return, only—do not go
to Moscow/'
It was tantamount to an invitation. I talked it over with
Peter. The summer vacation was looming into sight; we
had rather little money, for my newspaper work was at an end.
I was free but unsalaried. My first novel had been accepted
by Duckworth, but was not yet launched. Peter, however,
had his motor-bicycle " Satanella/' she was two years old but
he was confident that he could reach Russia on her.
" If you can do the driving, I certainly can do the sitting in
the side-car/' I said optimistically.
We set out therefore to cross Holland, Germany, Czecho-
slovakia, Silesia and Poland, to the Ukraine and the Crimea ;
our return journey lay across the Tyrol, Switzerland and France.
The only sea transport that we envisaged besides the crossing
of the channel was from Odessa to Trieste via Constantinople.
Literally, it was the tour of Europe.
It would take too long to describe the details of a trip which
amount to a book in themselves, and which have appeared in
book form. It was an adventure simply, but it re-opened to me
the Russian door, and our experiences did much to heal the
wounds that my second visit to Moscow had inflicted. It is
true that we were armed with a letter from Rakovski, whose
name was something to conjure with in the Ukraine, where he
had been administrator during the revolution, and to whose
efforts (ruthless perhaps) order and peace were due. But
although Rakovski's letter greased our wheels, we could have

